
Shutting up shop: Libya war squeezes Tunisia
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TRIPOLI: Libyans swim off the coasts of the capital Tripoli. —AFP

Fighting between rival Libyan groups is killing off trade

Beating Boris: 
Race to replace 
UK PM kicks off 
LONDON: The contest to replace Theresa
May as Britain’s next leader formally began yes-
terday, with candidates lining up to define
themselves against the “bluff and bluster” of
frontrunner Boris Johnson. Eleven Conservative
MPs are vying to succeed May, who quit as the
party’s leader on Friday over her failure to take
Britain out of the European Union on time. She
remains premier until her replacement is cho-
sen, likely in late July, and they will automatically
enter Downing Street.

The race is dominated by Britain’s looming
EU exit on October 31, with leading Brexiteer
Johnson among those talking tough on the need
to renegotiate the divorce terms or leave with
no deal. The bombastic former London mayor
has been keeping a low public profile but is
campaigning hard behind the scenes, and his
rivals tacitly acknowledged he is the one to
beat. “A serious moment calls for a serious
leader,” Foreign Secretary Jeremy Hunt
declared at his campaign launch, a thinly veiled
jibe at his jocular predecessor.

Hunt opposed Brexit in the 2016 EU refer-
endum but said that the Conservatives-under
pressure from populist eurosceptic Nigel
Farage’s new party-must deliver on the result or
face “annihilation” in the next election. He
received a boost with the endorsement of
eurosceptic Defense Secretary Penny
Mordaunt, although he is likely to anger some in
the party by refusing to rule out another Brexit
delay. Former Brexit minister Dominic Raab

meanwhile warned that Britain’s EU exit would
not happen with “bluff and bluster”.

“I’m the conviction Brexiteer with the plan,
the discipline and the focus to lead us out by the
end of October,” he said, while also attacking
Johnson’s plans for a tax cut for the rich.
Environment Secretary Michael Gove, who like
Johnson was a figurehead of the 2016 referen-
dum, was also launching his campaign yester-
day with a promise to be a “serious leader”. But
he is battling a scandal over his admission that
he took the illegal drug cocaine on several
occasions two decades ago.

‘Heavy heart’ 
May, who took office after the referendum,

was forced to quit after failing repeatedly to get
her EU divorce deal through parliament and
delaying Brexit twice in the process. Brussels
says it will not renegotiate the terms, which cov-
er Britain’s financial settlement, the rights of EU
citizens and the Northern Irish border. But many
of the leadership candidates insist they will try.
Johnson has won praise from US President
Donald Trump for threatening to walk away with
no deal at all. But he drew a rebuke from Paris on
Sunday for saying Britain may withhold the mul-
ti-billion-euro divorce payment May has agreed,
its liabilities from four decades of EU member-
ship. “Not honoring payment obligations is a
breach of international commitment equivalent
to a default on its sovereign debt,” a source
close to French President Emmanuel Macron
said. Asked about “no deal”, Hunt said: “I would
be prepared to without a deal if there was a
straight choice between no deal and no Brexit,
but I’d do so with a heavy heart.”

He claimed at the weekend that he had
received encouraging signals for renegotiating
the Brexit deal from German Chancellor Angela
Merkel. In response, a German government
spokeswoman referenced a previous remark by

Merkel that the deal cannot be reopened,
although a declaration on future ties could be.
Health Secretary Matt Hancock, Interior
Minister Sajid Javid and the Conservative
Party’s former leader of the House of Commons
Andrea Leadsom are also in the running among
several others.

Nominations closed at 1600 GMT yester-
day, and 313 Conservative MPs will begin vot-
ing on Thursday. They will hold a series of
secret ballots to whittle down the field to a final
pair, who will be put to around 160,000 party
members. Previous contests have thrown up
some surprising results. Gove dramatically with-
drew his backing for Johnson during the 2016
leadership campaign, causing the ex-mayor to
pull out, only to falter himself, clearing the way
for May. —AFP

BEN GUERDANE: Standing in his one-room store
between tables stacked with brightly coloured t-shirts and
jeans, Fathi Mars gestures in despair. “If the war continues
we will shut down,” said the shopkeeper. It’s a common
refrain in Ben Guerdane. The town in Tunisia’s impover-
ished south has for decades served as an entrepot for
goods, smuggled or imported, 35km across the border
from Libya.

Since the toppling of Muammar Gaddafi in 2011, howev-
er, conflict in the neighboring country has decimated busi-
ness. Around 700 stores have closed in the past eight years
as supplies dwindled and prices soared, according to a
local traders’ association. The stalls’ skeletal remains pock-
mark the town’s streets-rusting and buckled metal frames
once heaving with goods for sale.

The financial fallout from Libya’s war is another blow for
Tunisia. The North African country helped inspire the
broader Arab Spring uprisings with its overthrow of auto-
crat Zine El-Abidine Ben Ali in 2011. But while Tunisians
now have democracy, financially they are struggling. The
Tunisian economy shrank 13 percent between 2017 and
2011, according to World Bank data, and youth unemploy-
ment, which helped drive the revolution, is still among the
highest in the region at around 35 percent.

Austerity measures, high inflation and the impact on
tourism and foreign investment from periodic attacks by
Islamist militants have taken a heavy toll, prompting
protests in April in the central town of Sidi Bouzid, where
the 2011 revolution started. Libya used to act as a pressure
valve for the Tunisian economy, a place where thousands of
Tunisians went for work each year and a source of cheap
goods they could sell back home. But the violence has
damaged the flow of products and people.

Local grievances
Ben Guerdane’s so-called ‘Souk Libya’ - a labyrinth of

low-slung stores selling clothes, televisions and
microwaves, some still in boxes with the names of Libyan
import firms-has been under pressure for years. Its prob-
lems deepened after Khalifa Haftar, the commander of
Eastern Libya forces, began an offensive in early April to
take Tripoli from soldiers loyal to the internationally-recog-
nized government.

The fighting nixed a trade deal between Tunisia and
Libya which would have allowed travelers to import con-
sumer goods worth 10,000
Libyan dinars ($7,140) to
Tunisia, reversing the limits and
arbitrary bans previously put on
imports by armed groups and
officials representing the Libyan
state, traders and officials in Ben
Guerdane said.

As officials were working out
the details of the agreement, the
Tripoli war broke out, putting
talks on hold as western Libyan
communities controlling the
trade routes focused instead on fighting. “The people of
Ben Guerdane depend on what is happening on the other
side of the border,” said Fathi Abab, head of the city council,
who was involved in the trade negotiations. “We agreed on
a new deal but war broke out. It has not been implemented.”

Lacking the economic development of Tunisia’s northern
tourist regions, the south of the country is a popular
recruiting ground for Islamist militants. In 2016, they tried
to seize Ben Guerdane with the help of homegrown

jihadists but were thwarted by Tunisian security forces.
Most adults in the ramshackle town of 100,000 don’t have
a regular job, according to a local labour union and without
income from trading, tensions rise. When Libya closed the
main Ras Jdir crossing into the country for more than two
months last year, Ben Guerdane residents demonstrated.

“If border economies further deteriorate without the
creation of alternative livelihoods, further protests in bor-
der regions are certain, as we have seen repeatedly in the
past few years,” said Max Gallien, a political scientist who
has researched cross-border trade and smuggling in North

Africa. “They are drawing on a
rich and serious legacy of local
grievances. It’s important to
take them seriously.”

Out of mode
Regionally, the renewed

conflict in Libya threatens to
disrupt oil supplies, drive
increased migration across the
Mediterranean to Europe, and
scupper U.N. plans for an elec-
tion to end rivalries between

Libya’s parallel administrations. Tunisia is not the only
country hurting economically. Egypt used to send workers
to Libya while its southern neighbors Chad and Niger have
also benefited in the past from trade and smuggling,
according to Libyan businessmen.

Traditionally, Tunisian traders have been able to exploit
a lucrative gap between high prices at home, where the
government has been increasing taxes, and low prices in
Libya, where little or no import duties or taxes are paid on

goods, and food and fuel have been heavily subsidized. But
imports of goods into Tunisia have been in decline for more
than three years as rival groups in Libya jostle for
supremacy. Armed groups controlling the border and trade
routes have imposed their own duties or banned supplies.

The Libyan dinar, under pressure from the conflict,
nosedived in 2017 compared to the black market, driving
up prices and prompting the central bank to devalue the
exchange rate for commercial and private transactions the
following year. Traders in Ben Guerdane said the cost of
importing items such as Turkish carpets and trousers made
in China from Libya had doubled in the past three years

Tighter Tunisian border controls, designed to keep mili-
tants out, have also hit petrol smuggling networks, as has a
campaign by Libya’s state oil firm, NOC, to halt the illicit
fuel trade. In addition, the Tripoli government last year
stopped subsidizing food which made the smuggle of
wheat and pasta less profitable. Imports from Libya to
Tunisia by land fell to 3,500 tons in April this year from
4,188 tons in April 2010, according to Tunisian customs
data. These figures do not include the large volume of
goods that are smuggled across the border.

Another measure of the drop in trade is the near halving
of the number of people travelling across the border to
101,978 in April 2019 from April 2010, according to
Tunisian statistics. Traders from Tunisia often go on day
trips to Libya to do business. In Ben Guerdane, Mars, the
clothing retailer, has tried to replace Libyan goods with
wares imported from Turkey, China and other East Asian
countries but they are more expensive and don’t fit the
‘Souk Libya’ model. He last got supplies from Libya two
years ago, pointing to some jeans on a table. “You can’t sell
them as they are out of mode,” he said.  —Reuters

South Tunisia 
depends on

trade with Libya

LONDON: Conservative MP Boris Johnson
leaves a house in London. —AFP

Man on a mediation 
mission: Japan’s
Abe heads to Iran
TOKYO: Japan’s Prime Minister Shinzo Abe heads to
Iran this week on a rare diplomatic mission, hoping to
ease tensions between the Islamic Republic and
Tokyo’s key ally Washington. Tehran is locked in a bit-
ter standoff with the US after president Donald Trump
withdrew from a landmark nuclear deal last year.
Washington has now reimposed sanctions and shifted
troops to the region, putting military and economic
pressure on Iran, including by forcing US allies like
Japan to stop purchasing Iranian oil.

Japanese government officials say Abe will not
present Tehran with a list of demands, or deliver a mes-
sage from Washington, and instead want to position
Japan as a neutral intermediary. That could prove use-
ful, said Michael Bosack, special adviser for govern-
ment relations at the Yokosuka Council on Asia-Pacific
Studies. “Japan carries none of the historical or reli-
gious baggage of other potential mediators... (and) has
demonstrated its willingness to go its own way on
Middle East policy,” he said.

“These factors better position Abe for engagement
with Ayatollah Khamenei and mean that Japanese-pro-
posed options could allow hardliners in Iran to entertain
proposed off-ramps, without the potential fallout that
could come from accepting ‘Western’ solutions.” Abe
will meet President Hassan Rouhani and the country’s
Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei on the June 12-
14 trip - the first time a Japanese prime minister has visit-
ed Iran since 1978, a year before the country’s revolution. 

Against that backdrop, Japan is hoping to lower the
temperature, officials say, with Abe winning Trump’s
blessing for the mediation trip when the US leader vis-
ited Tokyo last month. “We believe it is extremely

important that, at the leadership level, we call on Iran as
a major regional power to ease tension, to adhere to
the nuclear agreement and to play a constructive role
for the region’s stability,” Chief Cabinet Secretary
Yoshihide Suga said ahead of the trip.

Intermediary 
Iranian commentators said Abe could ferry mes-

sages between the two sides. “Mr Abe’s visit comes
right after meeting Mr. Trump in Japan, therefore the
Americans are interested to use this channel,” Ebrahim
Rahimpour, a former deputy foreign minister, told Iran’s
Shargh daily ahead of the trip. Iran will “announce our
rights and stances and the other side can announce the
messages that could be the US president’s message,”
he said. But while Japan has long-standing ties with
Tehran and warm relations with Washington, experts
say Abe has little leverage with either side and media-
tion will be an uphill struggle. The trip by the Japanese
PM “faces substantial obstacles and is unlikely to bear
fruit,” said Tobias Harris, an analyst at Teneo consultan-
cy group, in a note on the visit. “While Japan has good
relationships with countries on both sides, these rela-
tionships do not necessarily translate into influence,” he
added.

‘Shuttle diplomacy’? 
Japan is not just the messenger - its own interests

are also at stake: before US sanctions were reimposed,
Tokyo imported around five percent of its oil from Iran
and it would suffer from rising crude prices. The trip
also offers Abe a rare role as international statesman,
particularly given Tokyo’s disappointing recent diplo-
matic track record.

Efforts this year to resolve a long-running standoff
with Russia over a string of disputed islands have run
aground. And Japan has also found itself out of the loop
on perhaps the most pressing diplomatic challenge in
its backyard: North Korea. Abe “needs a diplomatic
stunt as he faces an impasse on Russia and North
Korea,” said Tetsuro Kato, political science professor
at Tokyo’s Waseda University. —AFP


